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EDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE SYSTEMATIZATION '%".- 

TUDY IN THE LOGIC 

THEORY CONSTRUCTION 

:IENTIFIC RESEARCH in its various branches seeks not merely to rec%r 
articular occurrences in the world of our experience: it tries to,d$p@@ 
arities in the flux of events and thus to establish general laws wk&,mq 

ksed for prediction, postdiction? and explanation. - 
&he principles of Newtonian mechanics, for example, make it po+ble, 

I the present positions and momenta of the celestial objects that make up 
it solar system, to predict their positions and momenta for, a spe&ed future 

$ or to postdict them for a specified time in the past; similarly, rhose princi- 
>errnit an explanation of the present positions and momenta by refetence 
sse at some earlier time. In addition to thus accounting for particular facts, 
rinciples of Newtonian mechanics also explain certain facts," 

This term was suggested by a passage in Reichenbach (1944), whae&c word 'poadico- 
s used to refer to the possibility ofdetermining "past datain t c r m s o ~ i v ~ o b ~ e r v a ~ ~ ~ "  
. In a sirndar context. Ryle uses the term 'retrod~ct' (see for example 1949. p. 124), and 
speaksof the historian's businerr "to 'retrodict' the past: to establish, on ihe basis of 

t euidcnte, what the past must have been li 0 9 5 1 ,  p. 41). According to  rrcmark in 
%on's review of Wdsh's book (Mind, vol. 62 (t 7' 53). pp. 564-65), the word 'retrod~ction' 

k s  used in this sense already by J. M. Robertson in Buckle ond his Criticr (1895). 

&cle is reprinted, with some changes, by kind permission of the publisher, from 
' 

ota Studies in the Philosophy of Science, vol. 11. Edited by Herbert Fcigl, Michael Scriven, 
rover Maxwell, University ofMinnesota Press, Minneapolis. Copyright 1958 by the Uni- 

of Minnnoh. 
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i.e., en~pirical uniformities such as Kepler's laws of planetary motion; for 
latter can be deduced from the for me^.^ 

Scientific explanation, prediction, and postdiction all have the same lo 

d to the exposed person: what can be asserted is only a high probability 

Cl, C a .  . . C, e sense of statistical frequency) of transmission. The same type of argument 

L1, La . . . Lr be used also for predicting or postdicting the occurrence of a case of the 

E 

ections at hand, but surely not as expressions of unexceptional uniformities. 
xplanations, predictions, and postdictions of the kind here illustrated 

prerni~es.~ r from those previously discussed in two important respects: The laws 
While explanation, prediction, and postdiction are alike in their log ked are of a different form, and the statement to be established does not 

structure, they differ in certain other respects. For example, an argument of 
form (1.1) will qualify as a prediction only if E refers to an occurrence at a ti 
later than that at which the argument is offered; in the case of a postdiction, 
event must occur before the presentation of the argument. These diAere 
however, require-no fuller study here, for the purpose of the preceding 
cussion was simply to point out the role of general laws in scientific explana y be true or false-to the effect that all cases which meet certain specified 
prediction, and postdiction. nditions will unexceptionally have such and such further characteristics. For 

For these three types of scientific procedure, I will use the common t 

the other hand, are, as we will say, of statisticalform; they are statistical prob- 
ty  statenrcilts. A statement of this kind is an assertion-whch may be true 

related procedures which can be construed as deductive arguments. There false-to the effect that for cases which meet conditions of a specified kind, 
many instances of scientific explanation and prediction, however, which e probability of having such and such further characteristics is so-and-so much! 
not fall into a strictly deductive pattern. For example, when Johnny coin 

4. The distinction here made concerns, then, exclusively the form of the statements under 

2. More accurately: it can be deduced from the principles of Newtonian mechanics that consideration and not their truth status nor the extent to which they are supported by' 

Kcpler's laws hold in approximation, namely, on the assun~ption that the forces exerted upon en~piricalevidence. Ifit were established, for example, that actually only 80 per cent of all crows 

the planets by celestial objects other than the sun (especially other planets) are negligible. are black, this would not show that 'Allcrows are black', or S, for short, was a statistical probab- 

3. (added in 1964). For a fuller discussion of this schema and for certain qualifications ility statement, but rather that it was a false statelllent of strictly universal forn~.  and that 'The 

concerning the structural identity of explanatory and predictive arguments, see the essay probability for a crow to be black is .8,' or S,for short, was a truestatelnent ofstatistical form. 

"Aspects of Scientific Explanation" in this volume. (ConLud owrlzof) 



statement of the simplest kind has the form 'The probability for a case of 

characteristic mentioned above: the statement E describing the phenomen 
being explained, predicted, or postdicted (for example, Johnny's catching 

[for example, (C,) Johnny was exposed to the measles; (C,) Johnny 
11 the cases of scientific systematization we have considered share this 
cteristic: they make use of general laws or general principles either of 

argument, therefore, is inductive rather than strictly deductive in chara 
it offers the conclusion E on the basis of other statements which constitute 

e sense that, granted the truth of the former, they make the truth of the 

implied by the pren~ises.~ Again, the procedure of establishing an argument 
the kind just described will also be called inductive systematization. 

By way of further illustration, let us note here two explanatory argun 

5. For a fuller discussion of this point, see, for example, Nagel (1939, section 7). Reichew 
bach (1949, sections 63-67), Cran~Cr (1940, Chapter 13). 

ntific systematization is ultimately aimed at establishg explanatory 
tant type of inductive ~ ~ s t e n ~ a t i z a t i o ~ ~ ;  but the occurrence of such laws among the pren 
not required by our general concept ofinductivesyste~natization. And indecd, as Carnap 
pp. 574-75) has pointed out, it is son~et i~nes  possible to make predictions of all ind 
character exclusively on the basis of inforn~ation about a finite set of particular cases, w 

of instances of P has been cxan~ined, that all of its elelne~~ts have the characteristic Q, and that 
a ccrtain case x, not included in thesample, is a11 instance of P, will lend high inductive support 
to the prediction that x, too, has the characteristic Q. Also, it is son~et i~nes  possible to base an 
inductive systen~atization o n  a set of prernises wl~ich  include one or more strictly universal 
statelnents, but no statistical laws. An example of such a sys te~nat iwt io~~ will be found ia 

7. Mires (1951, p. 188). Whether it is advisable t o  refer t o  explanations of this kind as 
Furthern~ore, to be sure, neither S, nor S,ca~~everbeestablisl~edconclusively: they canody  

be more o r  less well supported by available cvidcnce; each of  the^^^ thus has a more or less 
high logical, o r  inductive, probability, relativc to that evidence. But this again does not affect 
at all the fact that S, is of strictly universal and S, of statistical f o r m  



d that, accordingly, the obscrvational data whose correct prediction is the 
Illnark of a succcssf~~l theory arc at least thought of as couched in terins whose 

tc~rsrr6jc~ctiuc~ly npplicnblc observational terms.g 
Thcorctical tcrins, on thc other hand, usually purport to refer to not directly 

scrvablc cntitics and thcir characteristics; they function, in a manner soon 
c exainincd luorc closcly, in scicntific theories intended to explain einpirical 

wally c l a d m l  as an obscrvational tern1 or as a theoretical one. But no 
preciscrritcrion is nccdcd h e ;  the questions to be examined in this essay 

explanatory, predictive, and ~ostdictive use. 

learning theories. t, to search for a system of general laws nientioning only observables, and 
In accordance with the distinction here made, we will assume that the ( xpressed in terms of the observational vocabulary alone? 

logical) vocabulary of einpirical science, or of any of its branches, is divide any general statements in terms of observables have indeed been formu- 
two classes: obscrvatiorral ternis and theoretical terms. In regard to an observa ; they constitute the empirical generaliiations mentioned in the preceding 
term it is possible, under suitable circumstances, to decide by means of . In his essay on Skinner's analysis of learning (in Estes cr nl. 1945). Verplanck throws 

luminating sidelight on the importance, for the observational vocabulary (the terms 
e data-language, as he calls it), of high uniformity of use among different experin~enters. 

erplanck argues that while much of Skinner's data-language is sound in this respect, it is "con- 
taminated" by two kinds of term that are not suited for the description of objective scientific 
data.The first kind includes terms "that cannot be successfully used by many others" ; thesecond 

d includes certain t e r m  that should properly be treated as higher-order theoretical ex- 

The nonprecise and pragmatic character of the requirement of intersubjective uniformity 

8. Northrop (1947, Chapters 111 and IV), for example, presnts this distinction very sug 
his'records with him, he would find himself able to make the same discrinlinations as .. 



STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS AND THE 

eralization has certain limitations, of course, and thus invites further im- 

(3.1) Wood floats on water; iron sinks in it. 

to wooden and iron objects and concerns their floating behavior only in r measurements be expressed by the following four statements 0,. 02, 0,. 0,: 
to water.1° And, what is even more serious, it has exceptions: certain kin 
wood d sink in water, and a hollow iron sphere of suitable dimensions w 
float on it. 

ose now that the first of these values is less than the second; then (3.4), via 
with its observable aspects, and whch  make it possible to establish systema 
connections among the latter. For example, a generalization much more sat 
factory than (3.1) is obtained by means of the concept of the specific gravity 
a body x, which is definable as the quotient of its weight and its volume: 

(3.2)Def. s(x)=w(x)/v(x) 

Let us assume that w and v have been characterized operationally, i.e., in te 
of the directly observable outcomes of specified measuring ~rocedures, 

ational term because under suitable circumstances, &rect observation 
ow whether a given observable object floats on a given observable liquid. 

(3.3) A solid body floats on a liquid if its specific gravity is less than that of th 
liquid. prediction (3.7) of an observable phenomenon is schematized in the accom- 

This statement avoids, first of all, the exceptions we noted above at r ing diagram. Here, an arrow represents a deductive inference; mention, 
(3.1); it predicts correctly the behavior of a piece of heavy wood and of a 
iron sphere. Moreover, it has a much wider scope: it refers to any kind of so 

ization is here used in an intuitive reme which it would be difficult to explicate. 

observabla 



above an arrow, of a further sentence indicates that the deduction is effecte 
means of that senten 

sentence mentioned ed by means of others; but, on pain of a circle or an infinite regress, not all 

illustrates the schema &I), with O,, O,, O,, 0, constituting the stateme 
particular facts, the sentences (3.2) and (3.3) taking the place of the general 
and 0, that of E.ll 

called axionis), and derivative senterrces, or theorenrs. Henceforth, we will 

advantages obtained by the "theoretical detour" could just as well h 
obtained without ever resorting to the us 
of the definition (3.2), the law (3.3) can be restated as follows: 

(3.3). A solid body floats on a liquid if the quotient of its weight and its volu structure, whichdetermines, in particular, the rules of deductive inference. 
is less than the corresponding quotient for the liquid. The classical paradigms of deductive systems of this lund are the axiomati- 

Thu, alternative version clearly shares the advantages we found (3.3) to 
over the crude generahation (3.1); and, of course, it permits the dedu 
transition from O,, 0 ,  O,, O, to 0, just as well as does (3.3) in conjunction 

;I5 in economic theory, the concept of utility, among others, has received 

12. A lucid elementary discussion of the nature of axiomatized mathematical systems 

4. STRUCTURE AND INTERPRETATION OF A THEORY y be found in Cohen and Nagel(1934). Chapter VI; also reprinted in Feigl and Brodbeck 
53). For an analysis in a similar vein, with special emphasis on geometry, see also Hempel 

Formally, a scientific theory niay be considered as a set of sentences expre 

the role of theoretical terms, is carried out in the first three chapters of Braithwaite (1953) 
and a logically more advanced exposition of the axiomatic nicthod. coupled with applications 
to biological theory, has been given by Woodger, especially in (1937) and (1939). 

13. See, for example, Hermes (1938); Walker (1943-1949), McKinsey, Sugar, and Suppcs 
possiblc to trmt scntcnccs such as (3.2), which are usually classified as purely definitional, on a 

953); McKinsey and Supper (1953), Rubin and Suppes (1953). and the further references 
. 

par with othcr statc~ncnts of ~~nivcrsal form, which are qualified as gencral laws. This view is 
ven in these publications. An important pioneer work in the field is Reichenbach (1924). 

favorcd by the consideration, for cxaaiplc. that when a theory conflicts with pertinent empirical 
14. See expecially Woodger (1937) and (1939). 

dam, it is so~i~cti~nes the "laws" and s o ~ ~ ~ c t i n ~ c s  the "definitions" that arc modified in order t 
acco~nmodatc thc cvidcncc. Our analysis of deductive systematization is neutral with rcspec 15. See for example, Hull et al.  (1940). 

to this issue. 16. For example, in von Neumann and Morgenstem (1947). Chapter III and Appendix. 



STRUCTURE AND FUN 

~f the primitive terms and the post 

specified, then the proof of theorem 
from the primitive ones-can be ca 
canons of deductive logic, and thus, 
the terms and sentences at hand; in 
axiomatized system, no meanings need be assigned at all to its expressio 
primitive or derived. statements and the laws of Newtonian mechanics implies, via a 

However, a deductive system c 
only if it has been given an irzterp 

We may thnk of such interpret 
set of interpretative seritences, w 
vocabulary with observational terms." The character of these sentences 
be examined in detail in subse 
as an example that interpretative sentences might take the form of so-c means of a schema analogous to (3.8). the procedure may be represented 
operational definitions, i.e., of s 
terms with the help of observationd ones; of special importance among t 
are rules for the measurement of theoretical quantities by reference to obs 
able responses of measuring instruments or other indicators. 

The manner in which a theory establishes explanatory and predictive 
nections among statements couched in observational terms can now be ere, R is the set of the rules of measurement for mass, position, and velocity; 
trated in outline by the following example. Suppose that the Newtonian th rules constitute the interpretative sentences; G is Newton's law of gravi- 
of mechanics is used to study the motions, under the exclusive influence of n, and LM are the Newtonian laws of motion. . 
mutual gravitational attraction, of tw reference to psychology, similar schematic analyses of the function of 
double-star system, or the mo es or of hypotheses involving "intervening variables" have repeatedly 
the moon's surface. On the basis of ap presented in the methodological literature.18 Here, the observational data 
two bodies may be assigned a certain mass, and, at a given instant to, a ce which the procedure starts usually concern certain observable aipects of 
position and velocity in some specified frame of reference. Thus, a first st tial state of a given subject, plus certain observable stimuli acting upon the 
taken leads, via interpretative s 
ment, from certain statements 0,. O2 . . . Ok which describe observable 

17. Statements effecting an e 
discussed in the methodological lite 
Who quite early emphasized the importance of the idea with special reference to the relation ychological states are postulated by the theory at hand. 
between pure and physical geometry, speaks of coordirrativc dcJinition1 (1928, section 4; also 
1951, Chapter VIII); Campbell [1920, Chapter VI; an excerpt from this chapter is reprinted 
in Feigl and Brodbeck (1953)) and Ramsey (1931, pp. 21236) assume a dictior~ar~ connecting 

HE THEORETICIAN'S DILEMMA 

theoretical and empirical terms. (See also Section 8 below). Margenau (19M, especially 
Chapter 4) speaks of rrrlrs ojcorrcrporldcrvc, and Carnap (1956) has likewise used the general term 
'ronc~~ondcrlc~ rules.' Northrop's eyirtcnric conclatior~s (1947, especially Chapter VII) may be 
viewed as a special kind of interpretative statements. For a &xussion of interpretation as a ain of not directly observable things, events, or characteristics C-ot be 

.,- 

remantical procedure, see Carnap (1939, sections 23, 24, 25). and Hutten (1956, especially 
Chapter 11). A fuller discussion of interpretative statements is included in sections 6.7, 8 of the 18. A lucid and concise presentation may be found, for example, in Bmgmann and Spence 
prrxnt a u y .  



you have a secure equational linkage extending from the antecedent observ PERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AND REDUCTION SENTENCES 

It will be well to begin by considering more closely the character of inter- 

not open to observation and control. S k i e r  argues: "Unless there is a 

rationism in the narrow sense that each ofits terms is introduced by an explicit 

st mentioned would take the form 

observable phenomena, then they can be dispensed with since any chain of la 
and interpretative statements establishing such a connection should then ) Def. Qx - (Cx 3 Ex) 

replaceable by a law which directly links observational antecedents to obs 
vational consequents. 

either serve their purpose or they do not. Hence, the terms and prin 
of any theory are unnecessary. 

This argument, whose conclusion accords well with the views of extre path which points directly to location L'. 
lllethodological behaviorists in psychology, will be called the theoreticia However, as has been shown by Carnap in a now classical a rgun~ent ,~~  this 
dilcnlnra. anner of defining scientific terms, no matter how natural it may seem, en- 

However, before yielding to glee or to gloom over the outcome o f t  
argmnent, it will be well to renlember that the considerations adduced so 21. Tolnlan, Ritchie, and Kalirh (1946. p. 15). See the detailed critical analysisof ~olman's  

characterization of expectancy in MacCorquodale and Mcehl(1945. pp. 179-81). 
19. Hull (1943, p. 284). 22. See Carnap (1936-37), section 4. 
20. Skinner (1953, p. 35). 



counters a serious difficulty. For on the standard extensional interpretatio 
conditional sentence, such as the definiens in (6.1), is fdse only if its anteced 

onal reduction sentences. 

One way out of th s  difficulty is suggested by the following consider 

s the one quoted earlier: "When we assert that he does not expect food 
tion L, what we assert is that, under the same conditions, he d l  not run 
the path which points directly to location L." The total interpretation 

sentence of the form (6.2), in the manner outlined in the precedmg para- 

would therefore have to be replaced in (6.1) by a stricter, nonlologicd cou 
part which might be worded perhaps as 'if. . . then, with causal necessity, . 
However, the idea of causal or of nomologicd necessity here invoked is cations of meaning, they treat theoretical concepts as "open"; and the 
clear enough at present to make this approach seem promising." ision for a set of different, and nlutually supplementary, reduction sen- 

the following bilateral reduction sentence: 

(6.2) C x  3 ( Q x = f i )  

THE DEFINABILITY OF THEORETICAL TERMS BY MEANS 
OBSERVATIONAL VOCABULARY 

of it, but th s  implies nothing as to whether the object does, or doesnot, ha 

a necessary and sufficient condition for the applicability of 'o', expressed 
ms of some or all of the members of V. And in order to be able to judge 

ether th s  can be done in a given case, we will have to know how the terms 

however, whether certain conditions which Carnap imposes upon reduction sentences do 
not implicitly invoke causal modalities. On this point, see Hempel (196% section 3. 26. For a fuller discussion, see Carnap (1936-37). section 7 and (1956), section 10. 
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under consideration are to be understood. For example, the vocabulary co nition that is not simply a convention introducing an abbreviatory 
sisting of the terms 'male' and 'offspring of' permits the formulation of a nece notation (such as the convention to let 'x5' be short for 'x. x.  x .  x .  x') is usually 
and sufficient condition of application for the term 'son of' In its biological, onsidered as stating the syr~onynry of two expressions, or, as it is often put, the 
not in its legal sense. How the given terms are to be understood can be indi ntity oftheir meanirp. Now the question of the definability of a given term 
by specifying a set U of sentences whlch are to be considered as true, and f a  set V of other terms surely is not simply one of notational 
connect the given terms with each other and perhaps with other terms. T ndeed it will normally be construed as concerning the possibllity of 
U will be a set of sentences containing 'v', 'v,' . . . 'v,' and possibly also ot expressing the meaning of the term 'v' by reference to the meanings of the mem- 
extralogical constants. For example, in the case of the biological use of the ter hers of V. B this conception 1s adopted, then naturally the information needed 
'son', 'male', and 'offspring', in reference to humans, the following set ofsenten answer the question of definabllity will concern the nwarrirp of 'v' and of the 
-let us call it Ul-niight be given: 'Every son is male,' 'No daughter is embers of V; accordingly, the statements in U which provide t h s  information 
'x is an offspring of if and only if x is a son or a daughter of Y'. e required not simply to be true, but to be analytic, i.e., true by virtue 

Generally, the sentences of U specify just what assumptions are to be ma df the intended meanings of the constituent terms. In thls case, the statements in 
in the search for a definition, concerning the concepts under consideration; Er would have the character of nieaning postulates In the sense of Kemeny and 
the of definablllty now turns into the queshon whether it is p 

to formulate, In terms of v,, v, . . . v,, a condition which, i l l  virtueofthe nsstr But in a study of the definability of theoretical expressions by nieans of 
irr'luded i l l  U, will be both necessary and sufficient for v. Thus, using an idea s a1 terms, it is neither necessary nor even advisable to construe defin- 
forth and developed technically by Tarski,,' we see that the concept of nsional manner. For, first of all, the idea of meaning, and related 
bility of 'v' by means of 'v',, 'v,' . . . 'v,' acquires a precise meaning o as those of analyticity and synonymy, are by no means as clear as 
is explicitly relativized by reference to a set U of specifying assun~ptions. Th y have long been considered to and it will be better, therefore, to avoid 
precisc meaning may now be stated as follows: m when this is possible. 

(7.1) 'v'  is definable by iiieans of the vocabulary V = {'v,', 'v,', . . ., 'v,') relati en if those concepts are accepted as clearly intelligible, the 
to a finite set U of statements containing, at least, 'v' and all the elements o a theoretical term still cannot be construed exclusively as the 
if from U there is deducible at least one sentence stating a necessary and s a synonymous expression containing only observational ternis: it 
condition for v in terms of no other extralogical constants than the lnenlb be quite sufficient if a coextensive (rather than a strictly cointensive, or 

mous) expression in terms of observables were forthcoming. For such 
If all the terms under study are one-place predicates of the first order n would represent an empirically necessary and sufficient obser- 

then a sentence of the required kind could iiiost simply be state h i o n a l  condition of applicability for the theoretical term; and this is all that 
the form r our purposes. In fact, the sentence stating the coextensiveness in 

(7.2) v ( x ) ~ D ( x , v , , v ~  , . . . ,  v,,) might have the form (7.2) for example, can then be given the 
th-by-definition, by a suitable reformdization of the theory at 

wherc the expression on thc right-hand side stands for a sentciitial function w 
only free variable is 'x', and whch contains no extralogical constant other 

It is of interest to note here that a necessary and sufficient observational con- 
those included in V. 

a theoretical term, say 'Q', might be inductively discovered even if 
Similarly, in the case of our illustration, the set U, specified above implie 

y a partial specification of the meaning of 'Q' in terms of observables were 
the statement: 

28 See Kemeny (1951) and (1952). Carnap (1952). 
x is a son of y (x 1s inale and x is an offspring of Y) 29. O n  this pomt, see espec~ally Qume (1951); Goodman (1949), W h t e  (1950) and (1956. 

so that, relative to U,, 'son' is definable as 'male offspring'. 
Part 11) The s~gnrficance o f  the notlon o f  analyuc~ty In s p e c ~ d  reference to theoreucal state- 
ments is cr~t~calljr exammed, for example, m Pap (1953) and (1955) and In Hempel (1963). 
Arguments 111 defense o f  concepts such as analyt~c~ty and synonynly are advanced In the follow- 

27. See Tarski (1935), e s p e c d y  pp. 8 M 3 .  Ing art~cles, anlongothers: Carnap (1952). (1955), Gnce and Strawson (1956); Marun (1952); 
Mates (1951), Wang (1955). 



Theoretician's Dilemma 

available. Suppose, for example, that a set of alternative conditions of app and sufficient condition ofapplication expressed in the vocab~ilary of biology, 
cation for 'Q' has been specified by means of bilateral reduction sentences: of physics and chemistry. 

When we say, for example, that the concepts of the various chenlical 

(7.3) G x  3 (Qx = E,x) 
C G  3 (Qx = E g )  
................. 
Cnx 3 (Qx En%) 

the case, it would be quite incomprehensible why the problems pertaining 

where all predicates except 'Q' are observational. Suppose further that suit 
investigations lead to the following empirical generalizations: 

(7.4) Clx  3 (Ox E Elx) 
C ,x  3 ( O x  SE E,x) 
................. 
Cnx 3 ( O x  G Enx) e the set of all statements, in theoretical or observational terms, that are accepted 

where 'Ox' stands for a sentential function in 'x' which contains no nono 
vational extralogical terms. These findings, in combination with (7.3). w 
inductively support the hypothesis 

at least an open question whether the set of ~resently accepted scientific 

cient condition for Q. And if we wish, we may then imagine the theory-pl 

(7.5) becomes a definitional truth, and (7.3) assumes the character of a set There is another way in which the claim of definability may be construed, 
empirical statements equivalent to those listed in (7.4). 

It might be mentioned here in passing that a similarly broad extensio 
interpretation of definability is called for also in the context of the proble 
whether a given scientific discipline, such as psychology, can be "reduced" 
another, such as biology or even physics and chemistry.s0 For one compon 

again a set of empirical hypotheses providing for each psychological tern1 a nece 

30. 'On the problem of "reducing" the concepts of one discipline to those of another, 
thc following publications have important bearings: Nagel (1949) and (1951); Woodger 
(1952, pp. 271ff); Kemeny and Oppenhcim (1956). 31. This point is discussed more fully in Hempel (1951). 



established by philosophic arguments, but at best by the results of fur 
scientrfic research. 

Despite the precariousness of the problem, various claims and 
have been advanced by philosophers of science and by metho 
terested stientists concerning the possibility of defining theoretical ter 
reference to observables. But no matter which of these alternative courses is chosen, the resulting 

Some among the philosophers have simply urged that nothing shor sposition term 'Q' has this characteristic: if a given object b is under condition 
explicit definition in terms of a vocabulary that is clearly understood can pro and fails to show response E, or briefly, if Cb but -Eb, then this establishes 
an acceptable method of introducing new terms into the language of scie 

terms are not intelligible:% T O  this question we will return later. The protago 

the theoretical terms used in contemporary enlpirical science; rather, they str 
the importance of clarifying the ideas of science by restating them, as far 
possible, in a language with a clear and simple logical structure, and in suc e applicability of the theoretical term in a given situation. There are two reasons 
way as to introduce aU theoretical terms by means of definitions. 

Other writers have argued, in effect, that scientific theories and the way ovide an observational interpretation only within a certain limited range; 
which they function have certain pervasive logical or methodological c us, for example, in the case of the theoretical term 'mass', no C-rule is directly 
istics which are not affected by changes in scientific knowledge, and by 

without examining all the statements accepted by contemporary science or w 
ing for the results of further research. 

servable response in the specified test situation is to serve as a criterion only 
there are no disturbing factors, or, provided that "the enviionnlent is in a 

are meant to specify. The argument is limited, however, in the sense that it rmal state."s5 Thus, for example, a rule of correspondence might specify the 
flection of a magnetic needle as an observable sy~nptonl of an electric current 

terms by means of observational ones is impossible. a nearby wire, but with the tacit understanding that the response of the needle 
More recently,33 Carnap has extended his examination of the problem to count only if there are no disturbing factors, such as, say, a sudden magnetic 

the following direction. Suppose that a given object, b, exhibits thls lund 

Generally, then, Carnap holds that "if a scientist has dccided to use a certain 
32. One writer who is iinpelled by his "philosophical conscience" to take this view is ern1 'M '  in such a way, that for certain sentences about M, any possible ob- 

Goodman (see 1951, Chapter 1; 1955. Chapter 11, section 1). A si~nilar position was taken 
by Russell when he insisted that physical objects should be conceived as "logical constructions" 

ervational results can never be absolutely conclusive evidence but, at best 

out of sensedata. and thus as definable in terms of the latter (see, for example, 1929, Chapter 
V111). 34. Carnap (1956), section 10. 

33. See Carnap (1956). especidy sections 9, 10. 35. Carnap (1950), section 10. 



evidence yielding a high probability," then the appropriate   lace for 'M' is 
the theoretical v o ~ a b u l a r y . ~  

Now we should note, first of all, that if Carnap's arguments are sound, t But ~ o s s i b l ~ ,  in the passage quoted above, Carnap meant to require of a 

position terms, and thus even if, by the use of nomological modalities, 
definitions of the latter should be achieved, this method would be un 
for theoretical terms. But the arguments do not show-and are not claime 
show-that theoretical terms can in no way be explicitly defined in term 
observables. In fact, if Carnap's statement quoted in the preceding paragrap 
accepted, then many terms that can be explicitly defined by means of the obs ur example, an object x hasMz just in case there is an object yfrom which itis 

vational vocabuliry must be cpalified as theoretical. For example, let 'R' 
a two-place observational predicate, and let a one-place ~redicate 'M,' 
defined as follows: 

criterion suggested by Carnap. 
e preceding discussion illustrates an elementary but important point: 

acterized by the definiens may not be equivalent to a truth functional 

vational data-'NRna', '-Ra6', '-Rat1, and SO forth-wodd suffice for 

conclusive refutation of 'M,a'. According to Carnap's criterion, therefore, 'M, 

36. Carnap (1956). section 10. An idea which is similar in spirit. but not quite as clear 
in its content, has been put forward by Pap in (1953) and in (1955). sections 10-13 and 70. with 
the cIailll (not nlade by Carnap for his argument) that it establishes the "untenability" of 8) Def. x is a magnet r x attracts every iron object in its vicinity 

the "thesir of explicit definability" of theoretical terms by means of observational ones. (Pap in terms of observables; but the criterion it provides for an object 6 being a 
1953, p. 8). O n  the other hand, Berg~nann holds that many concepts of theoretical ~hysics, 
including "even the particle notions of classical physics could, in principle, be ir~troduced by 
explicit definitions. This. by the way, is also true of all the concepts o f  scientific psychology." 
(1951a, sectioll 1. In the same context Ue rg~~ in r~n  mentions that the method of ~ a r t i a l  inter- 
pretation seems to be necessary in order to dissolve some o f  the puzzles concerning quantum 
theory). However, thir strong assertion is supported chiefly by sketches of some sample defini- 
tions. Bergmann suggests, for example, that 'This place is in an electric field' can be defined vocabulary contains, in addition to individual names for observable objects, . 

- , 

by a sentence of the for111 'If R, then R,' where R, stands for a sentence to the effect that there 
is an at the place ill question, and R, stands "for the description of the behavior just first-order predicates of any degree, representing attributes (i.e., prope&es . . :. 
of the dectroscope (in an electric field)." (1951. pp. 98-99.) However. thir kind of definition or relations) which are observable in the sense that a s n d  number of direct 

.. 

nlay be questioned o n  the basis of Carnap's arguments, which have just been considered. 
And in =ddition. even if unobjectionable, some exanlples cannot establish the general thesis at observations will suffice, under suitable conditions, to ascertain whether a given 
irue .  T ~ U S ,  the question tenlains unsettled. object or group of objects exhibits the attribute in question. 

! 



;Be  Theoretician's Dilemma 
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTlON OF SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS AND THEON&, 

Now let us adopt the following definitions: An atomic serltence is a sentence,,, 

object or group of objects. A basic sentence is an atomic sentence or the ne 
of an atomic sentence. A rliolecr~lar seriterlce is a sentence formed from a 

clude the possibility that 'M' may in fact be coextensive with someobser- 

by the set {'-Pa', ' - R a g ) .  Hence, for each molecular sentence S, it is possib 

But granting certain plausible assumptions concerning the observational 

provides them with finite criteria of application. W e  will assume that the 

would falsify it; but not of co~lrse in the sense that the two kinds of data rn igh~  rvational vocabulary is finite. It may contain individual names designating 

occur jointly-indeed, they are incompatible with each other. 

rent weights, for example, can be ascertained and distinguished by direct 

issible values range over all real numbers or over all real nuinbers within 
tain interval. Thus, for exanlple, the distance between two points may 

and ' ( a y ) ( z ) S a y z '  are neither verifiable nor falsifiable, as is readily seen. 
etically have any non-negative value whatever. Now a definition o f the  

uired kind for a theoretical functor would have to specify, for each of its 
inissible values, a finite observational criterion of application. Thus, in the 

of the theoretical functor 'length', a necessary and sufficient condition, in 

rill of a finite observational criterion, would haveto be forthcoming for .. 
37. (added in 1964). The present paragraph, and the next few, have been modified so as to of the infinitely many statements of the form 'The distance, in centimeters, . . 

correct a mistaken statement made here in the original version of this essay, namely, that only 
molccular sentences are both verifiable and falsifiable. 



Hence we would have to specify for each value of 'r' a corresponding fini eans of rigid rods. And indeed, if our observational vocabulary contains 
ascertainable configuration of observables. But this is inlpossible because me for the standard meter bar, and furthermore the (purely qualitative) terms 
limits of discrimination in direct observation allow only a finite, though ve ired to describe the fundamental measuring procedure, it is possible to 
large, number of finitely observable configurations to be ascertained and d for any specified rational or irrational value of r, a necessary and sufficient 
tinguished. ition for (7.12). However, the definiens will normally be teeming with 

However, if we do not require a finite observational criterion of applica bols of quantification over individuals and over classes and relations of 
for each pernlissible value of a theoretical functor, then an infinity of diffe us types and wdl be far from providing finite observational criteria of 
values may become a ~ a i l a b l e . ~ ~  Consider, for example, the functor 'the nu cation. I will briefly inhcate how such definitions may be obtained. Ex- 
o f  cells contained in organism y'. If 'x is a cell', 'y is an organism', and 'x is ssions assumed to belong to the observational vocabulary will be italicized. 
tained in y' are admitted as observational expressions, then it is possible t - First, the segmeilt determined by two points x,y will be said to have a length of 
a separate criterion of applicability, in terms of observables, for each o centimeters if it is coi~gruent with (i.e., can be made to coincide with) the 
idnitely many values 1 , 2 , 3  . . . whlch that functor may theoretically assu ent marked of on the standard meter bar. Next, consider the observational 
This can be done by means of the Frege~Russell analysis of cardinal num nterion for a rational value of length, say, l(x,y) = .25. It may be stated as 
For it = 1, for example, the necessary and sufficient condition is the follo flows: there are four segments, each marked ofon a rigid bbdy, such that (i) all 
(7.10) (3~1) (v) [y is an organism . ((v is a cell . v is contained in y) (v = u ur are congruent with each other; (ii) their sum (i.e., the segment obtained by 

Thus, the reach of explicit definition in terms of observables, even in lacing them end to end along a straight line) is congruent with the segment marked 

first-order functional calculus, is greatly extended if quantification is permitt on the standard meter bar; (iii) each of the four segments is congruent with the 

in the definiens. And if stronger logical means are countenanced, consider ent determined by points x,y. Analogously, an explicit observational definiens 

further extensions may be obtained. For example, the functor 'the number be formulated for any other value of n that is a rational multiple of 100, and 

cells contained in y' can be explicitly defined by the single expression ce, for any rational value of n. 
ext, the consideration that an irrational number can be construed as the 

(7.11) & (a siin 2 (x is a cell. x is contained in y)) t of a sequence of rational numbers ~ ie lds  the following necessary and 
Here, the circundex accent is the symbol of class abstraction, and 'sim' cient condition for l(x,y) = r, where r is irrational: the segment determined 
symbol for similarity of classes (in the sense of one-to-one matchability of th the points x,y contains an infinite sequence of points x,, x,, x, . . . such that 
elements). q is between x and y, x, between x, and y, and so forth; (ii) given any segment S 

So far, we have examined only functors whose values are integers. rational length, there is a point, say x,, in the sequence such that the segments 
functors with rational and even irrational values be similarly defined in te iiwd by x, and y, x,,, and y, and so forthare.aUshorterthar2 S, (iii) the lengths 
o f  observables? Consider, for example, the theoretical functor 'length in ce segments determined by x and x,, x and x,, and so forth, form a sequence 
meters'. Is it possible to express, in observational terms, a necessary and sufic rational numbers with the limit r. 
condition for Finally, the idea underlying the preceding definition can be used to formulate 
(7.12) l(x,y) = r explicit definiens for the expression 'l(x,y)' in such a way that its range of 
for every non-negative value of r ?  We night try to develop a suitable defi ues is the set of all non-negative numbers. 
which would correspond to the fundamental method of ~neasuring len Definitions of the kind here outlined are attainable only at the cost of using 

strong logical apparatus, namely, a logic of sets adequate for the development 
38. I an1 grateful to Herbert Bohnert who, in a conversation, provided the stin~ulus for the 

develop~iient of the ideas here outlined concerning the definability o f  functors with infinitely fthe theory of real numbers.40 This price will be considered too high by nomin- 
inany perinissiblevalues. Dr. Uohnert remarked on that occasion that cxplicit definition ofsuch 
functors ill terms of an observational vocabulary should bc possible along lines indicated 40. The argument can readily be extended to functors taking complex numbers or vectors, 
by the Frege-Russell theory o f  natural and of real numbers. of any number of components as values. Our reasoning has relied essentially on the Frege- 

39. lfit should be objected that 'cell' and 'organisni' are theoretical rather than observational Rusfell method of defining the various kinds ofnumbers (integers, rational, irrationa1,complex 
ternis, theu they  nay be replaced, without affecting the crux of the argument, by ternls numbers, etc.) in terms of the concepts of the logic of sets. For a detailed outline of the proce- 
whoseobservational character is less controversial, such as 'niarble' and 'bag', for exan~ple. dure, see Russell (1919); fuller technical accounts may be found in works on symbolic logic. 



meet the needs of theoretical physics); and indeed, as was ~o in ted  out early 
this section, a general proof to this effect cannot be expected. 

not, therefore, be used in a purported explication of the meanings of scien 
Some writers have taken the position that evenif in principle theoretical terms 

terms. T h s  is not the place to discuss the nominalistic strictures, however, 
besides, it would no doubt be generally considered a worthwhile advanc 
clarification if for a set of theoretical scientific expressions explicit definitio 
in terms of observables can be constructed at all. 

mental measurement of length, and that it is rather liberal in construin 
onsequent observable conditions, why should we not usejust one functional 

observational certain terms needed in the definiens, such as 'rigid body' 

text of discovering interdependencies among observables, and  res sum ably 
o in the context of actually performing the calculations required for the 

An important methodological function is attributed to hypothetical entities 
an essay by Hull on intervening variables in molar behavior theory.4a Suppose 
at in order to explain or predict the response of a subject in a given situation, 

centimeters' in general. 

100 centimeters-be an irrational number; and statements to this effect 

eived earlier, then we would be invoking, as causal determinants for the 
o f  length; for that procedure, as we noted, will always yield a rational value 
the length of a given segment. 

What the preceding argument about quantitative terms (represented b 
functors) shows, then, is this: the fact that the set of perlnissible values of 

reasonably liberal standards, observational in character. The argument do 
no t  show, however, that such a definition is available for every functor ter 

41. See Tolman (1936), as reprinted in Marx (1951), p. 89; and Spence (1944), p. 6511. 
required by science (even our illustrative definition of 'length' turned out not 



';.Tke Theoretician's Dilemma 

ove the boiling point or below the freezing point of mercury; this 
nits a vast increase in the range of application of such laws as those connecting 
temperature of a metal rod with its length or with its electric resistance, or 

e temperature of a gas with its pressure or its volume. If, however, the original 
s given the status of a complete definiens, then the theory is not capable 
pansion; rather, the o r i pa l  definition has to be abandoned in favor 

f another one, which is incompatible with the first.47 
The concept of intelligence lends itself to a similar argument: if test criteria 

presuppose, on the part of the subject, the ability to read or at least to use 
age extensively are accorded the status of full definitions, then difIiculties 

thetical  construction."^ Such spatio-temporally continuous theories appe sort just indicated arise when the concept and the corresponding theory 
be extended to very young children or to animals. 

However, the argument here outlined can hardly be said to establish what 
ed, namely that "A theory which it is hoped may be expanded in the 

;future to explain more generalizations than it was originally designed to explain 
ow more freedom to its theoretical terms than would be given them 

mere they to be logical constructions out of observable entities"48 (and thus 
ment of empirical science seems to show that explanatory and predictive p n terms of the latter). For clearly, the procedure of expanding a theory 

at the cost of changing the definitions of some theoretical terms is not logically 
faulty; nor can it even be said to be dificult or inconvenient for the scientist, for 

lem at hand is rather one for the methodologist or the logician, who 
give a clear "explication" or "logical reconstruction", of the changes 

olved in expanding a given theory. In the type of case discussed by Braith- 
r example, this can be done in alternative ways--either in terms of 

additions to the original partial interpretation, or in terms of a total change of 
definition for some theoretical expressions. And if it is hkld that this latter method 
constitutes, not anexpansion of the original theory, but a transition to a new one, 
$his would raise more a terminological question than a methodological objection. 

: But though the above argument against definition does not havi the intended 
c weight, it throws into relief an important heuristic aspect of scientific 
: when a scientist introduces theoretical entities such as electric currents, 

term 'ten~~erature' is interpreted, at a certain stage of scientific research, o fields, chemical valences, or subconscious mechanisms, he intends 
m to serve as explanatory factors which have an existence independent of the 

criterion is taken as just a partial interpretation (namely as a s&cient but ervable syn~ptoms by which they manifest themselves; or, to put it in more 
necessary condition), then the possibility is left open of adding further part er terms: whatever observational criteria of application the scientist may 
interpretations, by reference to other thermometrical substances which are 'provide are intended by him to describe just symptoms or indications of the 

43. Hull (1943). p. 285. : 47. This point is also made in Carnap (1936-1937), section 7, in a discussion of the advan- 
44. Fag1 (1950), p. 40. 

, tages of reduction sentences over definitions. Feigl argues in the same vein in his essay (1951), 
45. See the essay "Theories" in Ralnvy (1931). in which the general principle is illustrated by examples from physics and psychology. 
46. Braithwaitc (1953). p. 76. 48. Uraithwaite (1953). p. 76. 



wo reduction sentences 

the following enlpirical law is asserted by implication: 

hypothetical entities to which the theoretical terms referred before the ex 

for or against the possibility of explicitly defining all theoretical terms of e 

once and for all. 
As for the theoretical terms currently in use, it is impossible at present 

formulate observational definientia for all of them, and thus to make the 
in principle, unnecessary. In effect, therefore, most theoretical terms are pr 
ently used in science on the basis of only a partial experiential interpretatio 
and ths  use, as we noted, appears to offer distinct heuristic advantages. irical laws).51 In contrast to the standard conception of a dictionary, C a m p  

s dictionary is assumed to contain, not definitions for the theoretical terms, 
statements to the effect that a theoretical sentence' of a certain kind is true 
d only if a corresponding empirical sentence of a specified kind is true. 
, rather than definitions, the dictionary provides rules of translation; and 

fore, cannot be dispensed with simply by virtue of definition. theoretical statement or for each empirical statement. 
h s  latter feature accords well, for example, with the consideration that a 

8. INTERPRETATIVE SYSTEMS 

logic of partial definition. The introduction of a term by means of a chain cribing the corresponding nlacrostate does not express a necessary and sufi- 
reduction sentences differs in two significant respects from the use of a ch 
of definitions. First, it specifies the meaning of the term only partially and th 
does not provide a way of eliminating the term from all contexts in which 50. This has been pointed out by Carnap hin~self; see, for exan~ple, his (1956). 
may occur. Second, as a rule, it does not amount just to a notational conventio 51. See Calnpbell (1920), Chapter V1. Important parts of this chapter are reprinted in 

Fcigl and Brodbeck (1953). 

49. A concise synopsis of various arguments in favor of invoking "hypothetical con- 52. However, this does not show that there cannot possibly be any neccssarg and sufficient . . -:, 
condition in observational terms for the theoretical sentence: the problem of proving or diq- ' 

structs" will be found in Feigl (1950). pp. 3841. Some aspects of the "semantic realisn~" 
proving this latter claim is subject to difficulties analogous to those discussed in section7 in regard 

concerning theoretical terms which Feigl presents in the same article are discussed in section 
10 of the prewnt essay. 



W'I STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF SCIFmlFIC CONCEPTS AND THE 

The statements in Campbell's dictionary evidently do not have the charact plained earlier, but we need not insist on this. One might well take the view, 
of reduction sentences; they might be formulated, however, as bicon&tiona le, that certain disposition terms such as 'malleable', 'elastic', 'hungry', 
in which a sentence in theoretical terms is connected, by an "if and only i are not strictly observation terms, and are not known to be explicitly 
clause, with a sentence in observational terms. finable by means of observation terms; and yet, such terms might be taken 

In other contexts, neither reduction sentences nor such biconditionals s be well understood in the sense that they are used with a high degree of 
to be adequate. For as a rule, the presence of a hypothetical entity H, such eenient by competent observers. In this case, it would be quite reasonable 
certain lund of electric field, will have observable symptoms only if cer use these terms in interpreting a given theory, i.e., to admit them into 
observational conhtions, O,, are satisfied, such as the presence of suitable de 
ting devices, which will then have to show observable responses, Oe. A sent ampbell's conception of the function of his "dictionary" illustrates this 
stating this kind of criterion wou1-I have the character of a generalized cedw ility very well and shows that it comes closer to actual scientific ~rocedure. 
sentence; it might be put into the form. pbell specifies that the interpretation provided by the dictionary must be 
(8.4) 013 (HI  03 ms of what he calls "concepts," such as the terms 'temperature', 'electrical 
where 'O', and '0,' are sentences-possibly quite complex ones-in ter stance', 'silver', and 'iron' as used in experimental physics and chemistry. 
observables, and 'H' is a sentence which is expressed in theoretical terms. ,: ese are hardly observational in the narrow sense, for they are specifically 

But there is no good reason to limit interpretative statements to just th ceived as representing clusters of empirical laws: "Thus, if we say anything 
three types here considered. In order to obtain a general concept of parti ut electrical resistance we assume that Ohm's Law is true; bodies for which 
interpretation, we will now admit as interpretative statements any sentenc 's Law is not true, gases for example, have no electrical resistan~e."~~ But 
of whatever logical form, whch contain theoretical and observational ter though one might not wish to qualify these terms as observational, one 
On the assumption that the theoretical and observational statements of empirlc still consider them as well understood, and as used with high intersubjective 
science are formulated within a specified logical framework, this idea can b~ ment, by scientific experimenters; and thus, they might be admitted into 
stated more precisely and explicitly as follows: 

(8.5) Let T be a theory characterized by a set of postulates in terms of a finit Interpretative systems as just defined include as spedal cases all the types of 
theoretical vocabulary VT9 and let VB be a second set of extra-logical ter retation weconsidered earlier, namely, interpretation by explicit definitions 
to be called the basic vocabulary, which shares no term with VT 1 theoretical terms, by chains of reduction sentences, by biconditional 
an interpretative system for T with the basis VB we will then underst tion statements in the sense of Campbell's dictionary, and by generalized 
a set ] of sentences which (i) is finite, (ii) is logically comp ion sentences of the form (8.4); but of course they also allow for inter- 
with T, (iii) contains no extra-logical term that is not contained in ative statements of many other forms. 

' 

VB, (iv) contains every element of VT and VB essentially, i.e., is terpretative systems have the same two characteristics which distinguish 
logically equivalent to some set of sentences in which some tern1 of s of reduction sentences from chains of definitions: First, an interpretative 
or VB does not occur at all.sa m normally effects only a partial interpretation of the terms in VT;  i.e., it 

In applying the concept here defined to the analysis of scientific theories, not lay down(by explicit statement or by logical implication), for every term 
will have to assume, of course, that VB consists of terms whch are anteceden , a necessary and sufficient condition of application in terms of VB. Second, 
understood. They might be observational terms, in the somewhat vague se chain of reduction sentences for a given theoretical term, an interpretative 

em will normally not be purely sti~ulative in character, but will imply 53. The intuitive notion of interpretation. as well as the conception reflected in Campbell's 
idea of an interpretative dictionary, would seem to call for the following additional condition: ain statements in terms of VB alone which are not logical truths, and which, 
(v) Each sentence of J contains essentially terms from V, as well as terms from vg. HOWCVC~, the conception of VB as consisting of antecedently understood empirical 
this requirement introduces no further restriction o f  the concept of interpretative system; for ms, express empirical assertions. Thus, here again, we find a combination of 
any systenl J that meets conditions (i) to (iv) can be stated in an equivalent form that satisfies 

stipulative and the descriptive use of language. (v) as well.To this end, it sufficer to replace the member sentences of J by their conjunction; this 
yields a logically equivalent interpretative system which contains only one sentence, and which 
satisfies (v) since J satisfies (iv). 54. Campbell (1920). p. 43. 



plished by T in conjunction with]. It will be convenient therefore to 

individually. In this respect it differs from a set of definitions, which spe er the postulates of T together with the sentences of] as the postulates of 
ductive system T', which will be called an i ~ r te r~re ted  theory. Its vocabulary 
will be the sum of V, and V,. 

of V, only for certain expressions containing several termsof VT-for exam 
in the manner of Campbell's dictionary. conversely, where T' is the set of postulates of the interpreted 

As a rule, therefore, when a theory T is interpreted by an interpret 
system ], the theoretical terms are not dispensable in the narrow sense of b 
replaceable in all contexts by defining expressions in terms of V,. Nor are 
generally dispensable in the sense that J provides, for every sentence H that 
be formed by means of VT, a "translation" into terms of V,, i.e., a senten 
in terms of V, such that the biconditional H Z  055 is logically dedu 
from I. 

ception of interpretation, so that the "paradox of theorizing" formulat 
section 5 no longer applies to them? We consider this question in the 
section. 

9. FUNCTIONAL REPLACEABILITY OF THEORETICAL TERMS 

symbolized thus: 

(9.1) (0 ,  . T-] )  --+ 0, us, the dcdrrctive systrrrratizntiorr tlrnt nrr irrterpretcd theory T' achieves anrorlg 

Here, as in similar contexts below, 'T'  stands for the set of postulates of t rlces expressed irr tmns  o f a  basic vocobrrlory V, is esactly the snnre ns that acconr- 

theory at hand; the arrow represents deductive implication. 
Now, (9.1) holds if and only if T a ]  implies the sentence 0, 3 0 , ;  

that (9.1) is tantamount to 

(9.2) ( T .  1) - ( 0 1 3  02) 

55. Hcrc, and on some subseqnent occasions where there is no danger of misunderstandings, 
logical connectives arc used wtonymously; the expression 'H G 0'. for cxalnple, represents 
the sentcnce obtained by placing the triple-bar symbol (for 'if and only if') betwmn the 
sentcnccs o f  wliich 'H' and '0' are names. re111 in formal logic proved by Craig shows that this is indeed the case, pro- 



nctionally equivalent with T' in the sense of effecting, among the sentences 

ons which make this inadvisable in consideration of the objectives 

at will, into two mutually exclusive vocabularies, VT and V,. Finally. let the rules of the lo 

expressions, whether it is a valid deduction according to those rules. 
Then there exists a general method (i.e., a method applicable in all cases meeting t ce occurring in it, also all its logical equivalents (as far as they are expressible 

conditions just outlined) of effectively constructing (i.e.. effectively characterizing the post . Craig prescribes a procedure for eliminating many, though not all, of 
later and the rules of inference of) a new system T', whose set of primitives is V, and who 
theorems are exactly those theorems of T' which contain no extralogical constants other 
than those contained in V,. 

Note that the theorem permits us to draw the dividing line between VT and 
wepl&, aslong as the criterion used to effect the division pern~its us to decide in a 

ed as theorems; thus, the axiomatization presents the content of the whole 
of logic for T' are so liberal that no doubt any scientific theory that has yet been consider 

order to apply [a scientific] theory to real phenomena, we need some rules for estab reflected in the circumstance that the set of postulates-which Craig's method 
the correspondence between the idealized objects of the theory and those of the real s for T', is always infinite. Even in cases where actually there exists some 
These rules will always be somewhat vague and can never form a part of the theory 
Wald (1942). p. I.  te subset of O,, of V,-theorems of T' from whlih all the restcan be deduced, 

The conditions of Craig's theorem are satisfiable, however, if the vagueness here referr 

t be axiomatized by means of afiilitc set of postulates expressible in terms of V,. 

probability of some theoretical sentence relative to a specified sentence in observational tern1 

kind than that characterized by the definition of an interpretative systeni given in section 
8 of the present essay. Yet even to theories which are interpreted in this wider sense. Craig's . Craig (1956), p. 49.This fact does not detract in the least, ofcourse,fron~ theimportance 

theorem can be applied. 

! 



of specified forms (such as 'x = x,' for example) is to count as an axiom. 

be quite unsatisfactory. 

assumptions only in the context of deductive systematization: we conside 

ce would be inductive rather than deductive, and part of its strength 
derive from the mutual independence which we assumed to exist among 

five observable symptoms of white phosphorus. The sentence 'Pb' which 

for it, but several necessary ones. These will be taken to be independent 

not logically imply, 'Pb'. 
produces skin burns. In symbolic notation: 
(9.6) (x) (Px 3 Gx) 
(9.7) ( x )  (Px 3 Tx) 
(9.8) (x) (Px 3 Vx) 

ten1 T', cannot, in general, replace T'. 
An intuitively simpler method of obtaining a functional equivalent, in- 

59. O n  this rncthod, first uscd by vor~ N C L I I ~ ~ I I I I ,  scc Carnap (1937). pp. 29-30 and p. 96, 
wl~crc further rcfcrcnccs to the literature are givcri. 



a formulation whch  meets this requirement and at the same time retains 
intended empirical implications of the theory. 
s consideration raises a further problem, which w d  be discussed in the 

object with the property + also has the property $. 
8, we construe the theoretical terms of a theory as extralogical constants 

hich the system J provides only a partial interpretation in terms of the 

deductive transitions among V,-sentences as does T'. In t h s  respect t 
Ramsey-sentence associated with T' is on apar with the Craig-system T', 
able from T'. But its logical apparatus is more extravagant than that req al definition of truth for the sentences of a given 1anguageL. That definition 
by T' or by T',. In our illustration, for example, T' and T', contain varia ed in a suitable metalanguage, M, of L and permits the formulation of a 
and quantifiers only with respect to individuals (~hysical objects), wherea 
Ramsey-sentence (9.13) contains variables and quantifiers also for properti 
individuals; thus, while T' and T', require only a first-order functional calc 
the Ramsey-sentence calls for a second-order functional calculus. 

criteria thus stated in M are to be intelligible at all, then clearly all thetrans- 

factory way of avoiding theoretical concepts. 
~guishing genuinely theoretical constructs from auxhary or intervening 
ical terms.6s One difficulty with the claims and counterclaims that have 
ade in this connection lies in the failure of the discussants to indicate 
what they wish to assert by attributing ontological reference to a giiren 

stood observational terms, then the sentences that can formally be constru 
. See Tarski (1944), section 9. 
. On this point, see for example, MacCorquodale and Meehl(1948); Lindzcy (1953); 
(1950). (1950a) ; Hcn~pcl (1950) ; Rozeboonl (1956). 

60. Ramuy (1931). pp. 2l2-15, 231. 



close resemblances between our theoreticid sentences and those sentences 
L, namely by translation into a suitable metalanguage. For example, 
English as a metalanguage, we might say, in reference to Freud's termin 
that 'Verdraengung' designates repression, 'Sublirnierung', sublimation, 
so on. Plainly, this kind of information is unillunlinating for those who wis 
use existential reference as a distinctive characteristic of a certain lund of the 
etical term; nor does it help those who want to know whether, or in w 
sense, the entities designated by theoretical terms can be said actually to exis 

mpirical generalizations about learning behavior, formulated in terms of an 

antecedently understood. In our earlier discussion, such terms were represen 

d d  not be considered a satisfactory learning the0ry.8~ The characteristic 
e illustrated does not vitiate our analysis of partial interpretation, since the 
er does not claim that every partially interpreted theoretical system is a 

duced by reduction sentences quite intelligible, and still others will even co 

be any empirically testable consequences) a good scientific theory n~ust  
various important further conditions; its VB-consequences must be 
lly well confirmed; it must effect a logically simple systematization of 

provide, for every sentence expressible in theoretical terms, a necessary 

understood. This, no doubt, is the basic d~!%cul t~  that critics find with them 

etical terms, can be dealt with in a quite straightforward manner: To  
that the ternls of a given theory have factual reference, that the entities 
urport to refer to actually exist, is tantainount to asserting that what the 

terms of V, alone may be inferred from sentences containing theoretical te 

asserted, by an interpreted theory T'. (If the set is empty, the theory doe 
lur and the rcntcnccr of our mock "lc~rning thcory" would bc rulcd out as nonsignificant. 



When we say, for example, that the elementary particles of contempo ted theoretical constants. It is perhaps the most satisfactory way of conceiving 
physical theory actually exist, we assert that there occur in the universe parti e logical character of a scientific theory, and it will be objectionable mady ,  

of the various kinds indicated by physical theory, governed by specified phys perhaps only, to those who, on philosophical grounds, are opposed to the 
laws, and showing certain specific kinds of observable symptoms of t tdogical commitmentP5 involved in countenancing variables that range 

presence in certain specified circumstances. But this is tantamount to user er domains other than that of the individuals of the theory (such as, for example 

the truth of the (interpreted) physical theory of elementary particles. Sirnil et of all quantitative characteristics of physical objects, or the set of all 

asserting the existence of the drives, reserves, habit strengths, and the lke po relations among them, or sets of such sets, and so forth). 

lated by ahgiven theory of learning amounts to affirming the truth of the s ose finally, who, like the contemporary nominalists, reject such strong 

consisting of the statements of the theory and its empirical interpretati~n.~ ological comniitments, may adopt a conception of scientific theories, not 

~ h u s  understood, the existence of hypothetical entities with specified cha significant statements, but as intricate devices for inferring, from intelligible 

teristics and interrelations, as assumed by a given theory, can be exam ti4 statements, expressed in terms of an antecedently understood vocabulary 

inductively in the same sense in which the truth of the theory itself can b certain other, again intelligible, statements in terms of that vocabulary.~~ 

amined, namely, by empirical tests of its VB-consequences. e nominalistically inclined may then construe theoretical terms as meaningless 

According to the conception just outlined, we have to attribute fac ary marks, which serve as convenient synlbolic devices in the transition 

reference to all the (extra-logical) termsof a theory if that theory is true; he one set of experiential statements to another. To be sure, the conception 

this characteristic ~rovides no basis for a semantical dichotonly in the theore aws and theories as extralogical principles of inference does not reflect the 

vocabulary. Also, the factual reference, as here construed, of theoretical in whch they are used by theoretical scientists. In publications dealing with 

does not depend on whether those terms are avoidable in favor of expre lems of theoretical physics, or biology, or psychology, for example, sen- 

couched in terms of VB alone. Even if all the theoretical terms of a ces containing theoretical terms are normally treated on a par with those 

are explicitly defined in terms of VB, SO that their use affbrds a ch serve to describe empirical data: together with the latter, they function 

shorthand way of saying what could also be said by means of VB alone, they premises and as conclusions of deductive and of inductive arguments. And 

still have factual reference if what the theory says is true. for the working scientist the actual formulation and use of theoretical 

The preceding observations on truth arid factual reference in rega les as complex extralogical rules of inference would be a hndrance 

partially interpreted theories rest on the assumption that the sentences er than a help. However, the purpose of those who suggest this conception 

theories are accorded the status of statements. For those who find this assu ot, of course, to facilitate the work of the scientist but rather to clarify the 

unacceptable, there are at least two other ways of construing what we port of his formulations; and from the viewpoint of a philosophical analyst 

called an interpreted theory. The first of these is Ramsey's method, which th nominahstic inclinations the proposed view of scientific sentences which 

described in the previous section. It has the very attractive feature of represen s standards are not admissible as statements does represent an advance in 

an interpreted theory in the form of a bona fide statement, which contain 
extra-logical constants other than those contained in VB, and which has e 
the same VB-consequences as the theory stated in terms of incompletely i 65. The concept is used here in Quine's sense, according to which a theory is ontologically 

lmnitted to those entities which must be included in the domahs over which its bound 

64. More precisely, the assertion that there exist entities of the various kinds (suc ariables range if the theory is to be true. Quine develops and defends this idea in several 

hypothetical objects and events and their various qualitative and quantitative properties f the essays comprising his book (1953). 

relations) postulated by an interpreted theory T' is expressed by the Ramsey-sentence a (6. The conception of laws or theories as inferential principles has been suggested, but by 

c i a ~ d  with T'. It is obtained by replacing all theoretical constants in the conjunction o means generally fro111 a nominalistic point ofview, by several authors; among them Schlick 

postulates of T' by variables and binding all these by existential quantifiers  laced befor 31),pp. 151 and 155; Ramscy(l931),p.241 ;Ryle(1949),especially pp. 120-25;and Toulmin . 

resulting expression. The sentence thus obtained is a logical consequence of the postulates o 53). Chapters Ill and IV. (Toul~nin re~natks. howcvcr, that to think of laws of nature 

but the converse does not hold; hence strictly speaking, the assertion of the existence of the r rules or licenses "reflects only a partof their nature" ( lor.  t i t . .  p. 105).) See also Draithwaite's 

ious hypothetical entities assumed in a theory is logically wcakcr than the theory itscl cussion o f  the issue in (1953). pp. 85-87. Finally. Popper's essay (1956) contains several 

For suggestive observations on the question of the rcality of theoretical entities, a1 and constructive connnents that bear on this issue and OII some of the other questions 

for exan~ple. Toulmin (1953). pp. 134-139 and Smart (1956). sxd in the prcscnt study. 



However, the question posed by the theoretician's dilemma can be 
also in regard to the two alternative conceptions of the status of a theory. 

of rLlles-i.e., one establishing exactly the same inferential transitions 
R~~do l f .  Forirtdatiorts of Logic m d  Mathcrrratics. Chicago: Univcrsity of C1licago 

vB-sentences-which uses none of the "meaningless marks." 

inferential rules would not lend itself to inductive prediction and explan 
And third, it would have the pragmatic defect, partly reflected already i 
second point, of being less fruitful heuristically than the system using theor 

this were the case, theoretical terms would indeed be unnecessary. But i 
recognized that a satisfactory theory should provide possibilities also for in 

and heuristic fertility, then it is clear that theoretical formulations canno 
replaced by expressions in terms of observables only; thc theoretician's dile 
with its conclusion to the contrary, is seen to rest on a false preinisc. 
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